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INTRODUCTION

The Special Master's Case Management Order No. I ('CMO No. 8"), issued August 19,

2011, ordered that the State of Wyoming file:

[A] Motion for Paúial Summary Judgment to preclude the State of Montana from
claiming damages or other relief for any years in which Montana did not notify
the State of Wyoming that its pre-1950 appropriators were not receiving adequate
water.

Wyoming filed its Motion for Pafial Summary Judgment ("Wyo. Mot." or "Motion") and Brief

ìn Supporl ("Wyo. Br.") on September 12, 2011. Montana submits the following brief in

opposition to Wyoming's Motion, as permitted by CMO No. 8, T2.

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

1 . Montana filed its Motion for Leave to File Bill of Complaint ("Motion For

Leave"), Bill of Complaint, and Brief in Supporl in January of 2007 . The Bill of Complaint

("Complaint") generally alleges that Wyoming has violated Article V of the Yellowstone River

Compact. In its Brief in Support of Motion for Leave to File Bill of Complaint ("Brief in

Supporl" or "Br. in S.,pp."), Montana explained that it sought relief from the Court "to obtain a

determination and enforcement of its rights as against the State of Wyoming to the waters of the

Tongue and Powder Rivers pusuant to the Yellowstone River Compact." Br. in Supp, at 1.

Montana further explained that "Wyoming has disregarded Wyoming's obligations under Article

V of the Compact." Id.. al2.

2. In February 2008, the Court granted Montana leave to file. In the same Order, the

Court allowed Wyoming to file a Motion to Dismiss. 552 U.S. 1175 (2008). In its Motion to

Dismiss, Wyoming argued that Article V(A) excluded pre-1950 rights from the Compact, and

thus afforded no protection to Montana. According to Wyoming "[t]he only Montana [claim]

contemplated [by the Compact] is one asserting that on a given date Wyoming has exceeded its



cumulative annual percentage under [Article V,] Sections B and C." Wyo. Reply Br. in Supp. of

Mot. to Dis. 3. Wyoming "asserted that the Compact does not require Wyoming to provide

sufficient water at the state line ofthe Powder and Tongue Rivers to satisfu Montana's pre-1950

water uses - even when the water is not needed to satisfi Wyoming's pre-1950 water uses."

First Interim Report of the Special Master ('FIR) 14 (2010).

3. It was Wyoming's contention that "'the drafters intentionally withheld from the

Compact any directive or mechanism by which a water user in Montana could make an interstate

"call" to shut dorvn the dive¡sion of a Wyoming water user whose rights were junior to a

Montana user's right."' FIR at 19 (quoting Wyo. Mot. to Dis., at 37). Thus, "Under Wyoming's

reading of the Compact, Montana would administer its pre-1950 uses, and Wyoming would

administer its pre-1950 uses, but Montana, the downstream state, could not demand that

Wyoming provide sufficient water to meet the needs of Monfa¡a's pre-l950 wes." Ibid.

4. On October 20,2008 the Court appointed Special Master Thompson and referred

the Motion to Dismiss to him for furlher proceedings. 129 S.Ct. 480 (2008). The Special Master

recommended that the Court deny the Motion to Dismiss. The Special Master came to the

following conclusions:

a. "Article V of the Compact protects pre-1950 appropriations in Montana

from new surface and groundwater diversions in Wyoming, whether for direct use or for

storage, that prevent adequate water from reaching Montana to satisfu those pre-1950

appropriations." FIR at 14-15.

b. "The final Compact provides block protection for all existing, pre-1950

appropriations, without attempting to quantify the amounts of those appropriations, and then,



after providing for supplemental appropriations for lands already under irrigation, apportions the

amount that remains." Id. at 27-22.

c. "Protection of pre-1950 appropriations under Article V(A), by contrast,

requires Wyoming to ensure on a constant basis that water uses in Wyoming that date from after

January 1, 1950 are not depleting the waters flowing into Montana to such an extent as to

interfere with pre-l950 appropriative rights in Montana." Id. at29.

5. Montana filed two exceptions to the First Interim Report, the second of which

excepted to the conclusion that Wyoming's obligations are contingent upon Montana's actions.

Se¿ Mont. Exception andB¡.31-40. Wyoming filed no exceptions to the First Interim Report.

The Court denied Wyoming's Motion to Dismiss and set the first exception for oral argument in

due course. The second exception was "recommitted to the Special Master." 131 S.Ct. 497

(2010); see also 131 S.Ct. 1765, 1771 n.2 (2011). After oral argument, the Court ovem¡led

Montana's first exception. Montana v. Wyoming & North Dakota,131 S.Ct. 1765 (2011). The

Coul explained that it was addressing only the limited question of "whether Article V(A) allows

Wyoming's pre-1950 \¡r'ater users diverting the same quantity of water for the same irrigation

purpose and acreage as before 1950 - to increase their consumption of water by improving their

irrigation systems even if it reduces the flow of water to Montana's pre-1950 users." Id.atlTll.

STATEMENT OF MATERIAL F'ACTS

1 . The States of Montana and Wyoming engaged in protracted negotiations over the

Yellowstone River Compact beginning in 1935. Littlefield Dec., ff 15-55. The historical record

indicates that the negotiators intended to avoid interstate administration under the Compact. 1d.,

fl 55. There is no indication in the historical record that the negotiators intended for Montana to

make an interstate priority call when its pre-1950 uses were unsatisfied. See id.

2. The Compact does not contain any reference to an interstate priority call.



3. As recognized by Wyoming, the Yellowstone River Compact Commrssion

C'YRCC') meets on an affìual basis and provides Annual Reports of those meetings. Wyo. Mot.

at 2. The YRCC Annual Reports are available at httulyr-qg.usg!.gAlYRÇ

%20Commission%20Arurual%20Reports.htm. Over the years, the YRCC has adopted

regulations conceming the Compact and its administration. The YRCC has never adopted

regulations providing for a process by which Montana could make an interstate pdority call.

4. Wyoming offers no affidavit testimony covering the years of 1952-1956, 1958-

1962 or 1975-1983. The first YRCC Annual Report covers 1952. The 1952 Annual Report

makes clear that the YRCC uses the word "allocations" to identify the percentage allocations

contained in Arlicle V(B) and (C) of the Compact. See e.g. 1952 Annual Repofi at 1-2, 5

(explaining that no records were made in 1952 of the quantities of water subject to percentage

allocations); 1980 Annual Report at 3. Wyoming claims that the Armuai Reports indicate no

concems with Compact violations for the period 1952-1962. See Wyo. Mot. at 3 (referencing the

1952 through 1962 Annual Reporls). But the statements relied on are references to the

percentage allocations, not uses protected under Article V(A). See, e.9., 1952 Ann. Rep. 5-6.

5. The 1960 Amual Report recognizes that sffeam flow in that year vvas the lowest

on record. 1960 A¡nual Report at 1. The 1961 Annual Report recognizes that stream flow in

that year was low. 1961 Armual RepoÍ at 1. Wyoming offers no affidavit testimony covering

the low-water years of 1960 and 1961. Such evidence is necessary to conclusively establish that

no priority call was made during those years. This lack of evidence precludes slrmmary

judgment with regard to i 960 and 1961.

6. The 1980 Annual Report indicates that stream flow during that year was low.

1980 An¡rual Report at 3. The 1981 Annual Report states that "[a] problem that continues to be



of major long-range concem to the Commission is the lack of proper quantifrcatìon of all

existing water rights." 1981 Annual Report at IIL The 1981 Annual Report indicates that stream

flow on the Powder Rive¡ during that year was low. 1981 Annual Report at 16. As recognized

by V/yoming, Montana voiced its concem in 1982 Íll'al "during low-flow years Wyoming needs

to regulate its post-1950 water rights more carefully so that Montana can use its pre-1950 water."

1982 Annual Report at IV. Montana voiced that same concem again in 1983. 1983 Annual

Report at IV. Wyoming offers no affidavit testimony covering the years of 1980 to 1983. Such

evidence is necessary to conclusively establish that no priority call was made during those years.

This lack of evidence precludes summary judgment for 1980-1983.

7. The 1985 Annual Report indicates that stream flow during that year was low.

1985 Annual Report at III. In 1985 Montana sent a letter to Wyoming concerning the

applicability of Article V to the Middle Fork Powder River water-development project in

Wyoming. Id. In 1988, the Montana Commissioner "stated that a sincere effort must be made

to develop an acceptable procedure to administer water rights." 1988 Annual Report at IV.

Montana "suggested that the technical committee prepare a repoft for the entire basin that would

describe the existing water rights in Wyoming and Montana, show the priority dates, and

comp¿ e water rights with water availability. . . . [A] better understanding of the water rights

situation was needed to give some guidance for the administrative process." Id. The 1989

Annual Reporl indicates that stream flow during that year was low. 1989 Annual RepoÍ at III.

8. As Wyoming recognizes, in 1992 Montana raised the issue of the "potential harm

to pre-1950 Montana rights from posf1950 Wyoming diversions." Wyo. Mot. at 6. More

specifically, the Montana Commissioner:

"[R]eported that his staff had compiled information on pre- and post-1950 water
use in Wyoming. Based on that information, he had concluded that pre-1950 use



impacts Montana and evidence suggests that post-l950 use also affects Montana's
utilization of water in the basin. He noted that the impacts do not occur every
year but that they do occur. He stated that he was skeptical that the Commission

would proactively estabiish an administration method and process, and after years

of attempting to have such a system adopted by the Commission, would no longer
pursue such an aclion." 1992 Annual Report at IV.

Contrary to Wyoming's contention that no information to support Montana's concem v/as

provided, Wyo. Mot. aï 6-7, ïhe 1992 Annual Report indicates that a repofi was drafted by

Montana to be shared with Wyoming. 7992 Annual Repoft at W.

9. The 2000 Annual Report indicates that stream flow during that year was low in

the Tongue and Powder Rivers. 2000 Annual Report at 1. The 2001 Annual Report indicates

that stream flow during that year was low. 2001 A¡nual Report at III. In 2001 Montana

"recommended that discussions and close communications among techrrical people be

maintained to deal with water availability during 2002, particularly in the Tongue River basin."

2001 Annual Report at IV.

10. In 2002, Montana indicafed that it.,¡ias "receiving inquiries from irrigators and

other water users along the Tongue River about Wyoming's water use'" 2002 Annual RepoÍ at

VI. Montana also informed Wyoming of its concem "about low inflow to Tongue fuver

reservoir during the drought conditions in past years." Ibid. "Montana would also be interested

in having better forecasting abilities in order to predict earlier in the year what type of inflows

Tongue River Reservoir might receive." Ibid. To address these concems, Montana inquired

about practices and facilities in Wyoming. Ibid. The 2003 Annual Report indicates that stream

flow during that year was low in the Tongue and Powder Rivers. 2003 A¡nua1 Report at 'l-

il. The 2004 Annual Report indicates that stream flow during that year was low in

the Tongue and Powder Rivers. 2004 Annual Report at 1. Although urmecessary under the

Compact, on May 18, 2004, Montana sent Wyoming a written letter calling for water to satisfy



ìts pre-1950 allocation. Tynell Dec. at Exhibit 1. Wyoming responded on May 24,2004 by

indicating that it would not honor Montana's request for water. Moy Dec. at Exh. A, p9.2.

Wyoming stated that "the Compact makes no provision for any state to make a call on a river."

Wyoming continued that, in jts view, Article ViA) "simply expresses that the status quo of

January 1, 1950 within each state is preserwed." 1d.

12. The 2005 Annual Report indicates that stream flow during that year was low in

the Tongue and Powder Rivers. 2005 Annual Report at II.

13. The 2006 Annual Report indicates that stream flow during that year was low in

the Tongue and Powder Rivers. 2006 Annual Report at 1. Although ümecessary under the

Compact, on July 28, 2006, Montana sent Wyoming a written letter calling for water to satisfi its

pre-1950 allocation. Tyrrell Dec. at Exhibit 2. In the letter, Montana explained its view that the

letter was "not required by the Compact." Id. at 2. On August 9,2006, Wyoming responded by

indicating that it would not honor Montana's request for water. Moy Dec. at Exh. B, at Ltr. from

P. Tyrell to R. Moy. According to Wyoming, "the only water being apportioned [by the

Compactl was the post-1950 'unused and unappropriated waters ofthe interstate tributaries . . . ."

Id- aT, l- Wyoming declared its intent to adhere to its "long held position" that "[a]n interstate

delivery schedule for pre-l950 rights is not now, and never was, a provision of this Compact."

Id. aI2. Thts, Wyoming again stated its position that "the Compact makes no provision for the

'call' your letter suggests." Id. On October 3,2006, Montana replied to Wyoming's August 9,

2006 leftet. Montana recognized that "the States have been at loggerheads for years over

Wyoming's assertion that it has no obligation to provide wate¡ to Montana to satisfu pre-1950

water rights." Moy Dec. at Exh. B, at Ltr. From M. Sexton to P. Tyrell at pg. 1. Nonetleless,

Montana reiterated its position that "Montana understands the Compact to provide the general



pdnciples from which delivery obligations can be determined. In fact, the delivery obligation is

simple: whenever there are unsatisfied pre-1950 rights in Montana, there is no water available in

Wyoming for post 1950 uses." 1d.

14. The disagreement over Wyoming's Article V(A) obligations arose again at the

December 6, 2006 meeting of the YRCC. Montana proposed a resolution to the YRCC that

"Article V.A of the Compact requires Wyoming to curtail consumption of the water of the

Yellowstone River System in excess of Wyoming's pre-January 1, 1950 consumption of such

water whenever the amount of water necessary to satisfu Montana's pre-January 1, 1950 uses of

such water is not passing the stateline." 2006 A¡nual Report at Attachment E, fl 3. The

resolution was not adopted because Wyoming refused to consider tt. Id. aT xii ("Wyoming's

point of view is that the proposed resolution is not an instrument of discussion. The resolution is

a commitmenf to positions that we have disagreed upon relatively strenuously for 2 years").

15. In sum, beginning in at least 1981, Montana experienced shortages ofits pre-1950

a"llocation that Montana believed were caused by Wyoming's overuse of its ailocation under the

Compact. During these years, Montana's representatives complained to the Wyoming

representatives about Wyoming's overuse, but Wyoming was unresponsive. Moy Dec., fl 4.

16. Montana and Wyoming had a longstanding disagreement, dating back at least

until the 1980s, over Wyoming's obligations under Article V (A) Id. at Exh. B, at Ltr. from P.

Tyrell to R. Moy, Ltr. From M. Sexton to P. Tyrell at pg. 1. Wyoming rejected any obligation

under the Compact to provide water pursuant to Article V(A). Because the Wyoming

representatives continually refused to recognize any obligations under the Compact to protect

Montana's pre-l950 uses, Montana considered an interstate priority call to be futile. Moy Dec.,

tT 5.



SUMMARY OF'ARGUMENT

Wyoming's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment should be denied, both because there

are material facts in dispute and because the legal theory of Wyoming's Motion is flawed.

The Yellowstone River Compact itself makes no explicit reference to enforcement nor to

a priority call across state lines. The historical record ofthe Compact negotiations and approval

confim that there \ryas no discussion of remedies fo¡ violations or contemplation ofan interstate

priority call. And Wyoming has adamantly claimed until now that no call is allowed. Yet

Wyoming now claims that hidden in the silence of the Compact is a requirement of a priority call

across statelines.

In none of the Court's prior compact enforcement cases has an interstate priority call or

notice requirement been read into the compact, and these prior cases involve States that follow

the prior appropriation doctrine on which Wyoming bases its argument in this case. In addition,

there is insufficient information upon which Montana could determine whether a priority call is

appropriate, since the rights in each State on which the apportionment is based have never been

quantified in a comparable manner.

The Court has traditionally approached interstate water compact enforcement as largely a

form of contract enforcement: the compact is interpreted to determine the States' allocations and

whether the allocations have been exceeded. If so, the Coul has fashioned a remedy based

largely on contract principles. Yet the Wyoming Motion is predicated on imposing a further

requirement from outside normal contract law. To do so would be contrary to the Court's

precedents and inconsistent with the relevant facts in the Yellowstone Basin.

For these reasons, as more fully explained below, Wyoming's Motion for Partial

Summary Judgment should be denied.



ARGUMENT

Standard of Decision

"Summary judgment is appropriate when there is no genuine issue of material fact and

the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." Nebraska v. Ilyoming,507 U.S.

584, 590 (1993). "On summary judgment the inferences to be drawn from the underlying facts

contained in [the moving party's] materials must be viewed in the light most favorable to the

party opposing the motion." Uníted States v. Diebold, [nc.,369 U.S. 654, 655 (1962). Federal

Rule of Civil Procedure 56 and the Supreme Court's precedents construing that Rule "serye as

useful guides" in original actions. Ibid.; Sup. Ct. R. 17.2.

A congressionally approved interstate compact is a law of the United States. See

Oklahoma v. New Mexico,501 U.S.22I,235 n.5 (1991) (citing Texas v. New Mexico,482 U.S.

I24,128 (1987)). As a result, the customaly ruies of statutory construction apply. New Jersey v.

Dela1.uare,552 U.S. 591,610,128 S.Ct. 1410, 1420 (2008) (citing New Jersey v. New York,523

U.5.767,811 (1998). As with other federal laws, if the text of the Compact is unambiguous, it

is conclusive. Seq e.g, Kansas v. Colorado,514 U.S.673,690 (1995) ("unless the compact to

which Congress has consented is somehow unconstitutional, no court may order relief

inconsistent with its express terms") (citing Texas v. New Mexico,462 U.S. 554, 564 (1983)). In

New Jersey v. Delaware The Court obserwed:

"Interstate compacts, like treaties, are presumed to be 'the subject of careful
consideration before they are entered into, and are drawn by persons competent to
express their meaning, and to choose apt words in which to embody the purposes
of the high conüacting parties."' 552 U.S. at 615-16, 128 S.Ct. at 1423 (quoting
Rocca v. Thompson,223 U.S.3l7,332 (1912).

In interpreting the Compact, the Court should give effect to every clause and every word. Id., at

671 see also Duncan v. llalker,533 U.S. 167 , 17 4 (2001).



On the other hand, if the language of the Compact is ambiguous, other reliable

indications of the parties' intent may be taken into account. Oklahoma v. New Mexico, 501 U.S.

at 236, n-5. Those sources include legislative history and other extrinsic material, including

evidence regarding the negotiating history of a compact. Id.

il. The Compact Does Not Require a Priority Call Across State Lines As A
Precondition For Damages

A. The Plain Language of the Compact Contains No Call Requirement

1. There Is No Express Requirement of an Interstate Priority Call

As with statutes, the cardinal rule of compact interpretation is that the Cout will look

first and foremost to the plain language of the compact. See Virginia v. Maryland, 540 U.S. 56,

66 (2003) ("We interpret a congressionally approved interstate compact '[]ust as if [we] were

addressing a federal statute"' (quoting New Jersey v. New York,523 U.S. 167,811 (1998)). In

this case, a requirement that Montana make a¡ interstate priority call before Wyoming is

required to comply with its obligations under Article V is nowhere reflected in the express terms

of the Compact. As the Special Master recognized in his First Interim Report,

"The Compact's history cautions against reading the Compact to require any of
the signatory states to impose new requirements or procedures for the
management of pre-1950 appropriative rights unless the Compact clearly
mandates them." FIR at 56.

This observation by the Special Master is supported by the Courl's precedent. The Court

has recognized that interstate compacts are the products of careful negotiation between sovereign

States, and is reluctant to imply obligations or requirements that are not expressly provided for.

New Jersey v. Delaware, 552 U.S. at 615-16. The Court recently emphasized and explained this

reluctance in the interstate compacT case Alabama v. North Carolina:

"We do not - we cannot - add provisions to a fede¡a.l statute. And in that regard a

statute which is a valid interstate compact is no different. We are especially



reluctant to read absent terms into an interstate compact given the federalism and
separation-of-powers concems that would arise were we to rewrite an agreement
among sovereign States, to which the political branches consented." 130 S. Ct.
229s,2312-13 (2010).

Consistent with this principle, if Congress and the State's had intended to make

Montana's right to water for pre-1950 uses contingent on a priority call, it would have done so

expressiy. The Compact specificaliy identifies the powers and duties of the YRCC. See

Compact at art. III(C). Conspicuously absent is any indication that the YRCC or the

Commissioners are authorized or required to make or accept communications or priority calls

from Montana to Wyoming. Indeed, the Compact contains no reference to a priority call

whatsoever.

'Wyoming itself has recognized that an interstate priority call is not provided for in the

Compact. Wyoming first took this stance in 2004 in response to Montana's letter attempting to

make a formal call on the river. In declining to honor Montana's request, Wyoming stated that

"the Compact makes no provision for any state to make a call on a river." In 2006, Wyoming

again informed Montana that "the Compact makes no provision for the 'call' your letter

suggests." Moy Dec. at Exh. B, at Ltr. from P. Tyrell to R. Moy. This view persisted even in

Wyoming's Motion to Dismiss Montana's suit to enforce the Compact, where Wyoming claimed

that

"'the drafters intentionally withheld from the Compact any directive or
mechanism by which a \ryater user in Montana could make an interstate "call" to
shut down the diversion of a Wyoming water user whose rights were junior to a
Montana user's right.' . . . Under Wyoming's reading of the Compact, Montana
would administer its pre-1950 uses, and Wyoming would administer its pre-1950
uses, but Montana, the downstream state, could not demand that Wyoming
provide sufficient water to meet the needs of Montana's pre-1950 uses." FIR 19

(quoting Wyo. Mot. to Dis. at 3).



Thus, not only has Wyoming acknowledged that the Compact is silent regarding a¡ interstate

priority call requirement, but it has affirmatively stated that such a requirement was

"intentionally withheld" by the drafters of the Compact. Wyoming's newly-minted argument

that the Compact ìmplicitly requires Montana to make an interstate priority call before Wyoming

is required to comply with its Article V obligations is thus exposed as a position of pure

convenience.

By arguing that the Compact requires Montana to make an interstate priority call before

Wyoming is obligated to deliver the water necessary to satisfy Montana's pre-1950 rights,

Wyoming invites the Court to read absent terms into the Compact. As in Alabamø v. North

Carolina,The Special Master and the Court should decline this invitation.l

2. Article Y(A)'s Reference to the Doctrine of Appropriation Does Not

Incorporate An Interstate Priority Call Requirement

Wyoming's position that the Compact obligates Montana to make an interstate priority

ca"ll rests on its understa¡ding that "[t]he Supreme Court has held in this case that the 'laws

goveming the acquisition and use of water under the doctrine of appropriation' establish the

extent to which pre-1950 rights enjoy protection under the Compact." Wyo. Mot. at 10 (quoting

Montana v. I(yoming, 131 S.Ct. 1765, 1171 (2011)). This assertion overstates the Supreme

Court's holding in this case. It is clear from the language of Arlicle V(A) that the Compact

incorporates some aspects of the doctrine of appropriation, where not otherwise inconsistent with

the Compact. Cf. Montana v. IYyoming, 131 S.Ct. aI 1777 (frnding that "y'Article V(A) simply

incorporates background principles of appropriation law" it allows pre-1950 water users to

I In spite of the Compact's silence regarding an interstate priority call and the absence of any YRCC regulations
providing for a process by which Montana could make an interstate priority call, Wyoming constructs out ofa whole
cloth a very specifrc procedwe for making such a call. Motion at27. Wyoming's suggested procedure is
fundamentally at odds with the ¡eal-time nature ofa call under the doctrine of appropriation and demonstrates why a

priorþ call makes no sense in the context ofan interstate compact.

13



improve their irrigation efficiency (emphasis added)). Wyoming devotes much of the remainder

of its brief to explaining that the doctrine of appropriation allows a senior water user to make a

priority call. Wyoming assumes, without further explanation, that the Compact incorporates this

aspect of the prior appropriation doctrine. But all parties to this litigation have acknowledged

that the Compact modifies the doctrine of appropriation in meaningful ways. In this instance, the

provisions of the Compact are inconsistent with the requirement for a priority ca1l.

In fact, Wyoming has previously argued that "[t]he Compact does not create a system

of prior appropriation that would rely on interstate calls administered by an interstate body that

would apply some sort of general law of prior appropriation." Wyo. Mot. Dis. aT 42. The Court

found that "the Compact assigned the same seniority level to all pre-1950 water users in

Montana and Wyoming." Montqna v. Wyoming, 131 S. Ct. at l'772. The Special Master found

that the Compact does not contemplate priority wìthout regard to the state line. FIR at32. The

purpose of a priority call is to protect the senior priority of a water uset. Because the Compact

does not contemplate priority without regard to the state line, the Compact removes the necessity

for a water user to protect his priority. Put simply, there is no need for a priority call unde¡ the

Compact because, as Wyoming acknowledges, there is no priority.

By admitting that the Compact removes the fundamental principle of priority from its

purview, while at the same time seeking to impose Compact obligations on Montana that are

based on that same principle, Wyoming is attempting to "cherry-pick" those aspects of the

doctrine of prior appropriation that will minimize its obligations under the Compact. Despite

Wyoming's denial that its pre-1950 water users are subject to a priority call from pre-1950

Montala water users, it nonetheless seeks to require Montana to make a priority cali. Wyoming

cannot have it both ways.



Because Wyoming agees that the Compact does not protect the right of Montana to

receive water in priority without regard to the state line, it must also acknowledge that no priority

call is required. Any other conclusion would produce the inconceivable result that Montana gave

up its right to receive water in priority, see Bean v. Morris,22l U.5.485 (1911), and gave up its

right to seek an equitable apportionment, s¿¿ FIR at 24, bttT received no benefit in retum.

Montana never would have entered into such a Compact. "It strains credulity . . . to argue that

Montana was willìng to give up its interstate protection of its pre-1950 appropriative dghts" but

still obligate itself to making an interstate priority call. Id.

3. Wyoming's Compact Obligations Are Not Contingent Upon Montana's Actions

Montana's goal leading up to and during this litigation has been and continues to be the

achievement of a workable Compact that ensures that each State receives its fair sha¡e of the

waters of the Yellowstone River. But Wyoming has thrown up obstacles at every tum,

persistently seeking to avoid any obligation to Montana under the Compact. Its newest theory

for avoiding compact obligations and consequences for past violations, set forth in its summary

judgment motion, is to argue that Montana was required lo make an interstate priority call, and

its failure to do so deprives Montana of a remedy for Wyoming's violation of the Compact. In

making this argument, Wyoming conveniently ignores that it previously refused to honor a call,

claiming that the Compact does not contemplate such a request. Given Wyoming's evolving

positions and apparent desire to avoid any obligations under the Compact, an approach that

Wyoming has taken ever Montana since Montana began complaining of Wyoming's overuse,

one can fairly question whether Wyoming believes Montana received any benefit at all under

Aficle V(A) of the Compact. Contrary to Wyoming's contentions, the Compact is self-

executing, and imposes real obligations on Wyoming.
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The Compact is a federal law designed to prctect existing uses in all three signatory

states, and to allocate any leftover water of the Interstate Tributaries on a percentage basis.

Article V(A) says nothing about administration of existing rights or the necessity of a call for

Montana to receive the benefit of the Compact. Its only requirement ìs that each State will not

interfere with the supply necessary to satisÍ! pre-1950 use¡s. The Compact is also a contract

between the States. It therefore "represents a bargained-for exchange between its signatories."

Kansas v. Colorado,533 U.S. 1,20 (2001) (O'Connor, J., concurring in part and dissenting in

part). As part of this bargain, Wyoming assumed certain obligations.

The Special Master correctly identifred Wyoming's central obligation under Article

V(A):

"þlrotection of pre-1950 appropriations under Arlicle V(A) . . requires' Wyoming to ensure on a constant basis fhaT water uses in Wyoming that date
from a"fter January 1, 1950 are not depleting the waters flowing into Montana to
such an extent as to interfere with pre-1950 appropriative rights in Montana." FIR
at 29 (emphasis added).

"Monta¡a's pre-1950 users can therefore 'insist that Wyoming's pre-1950 users confine

themselves strictly within the rights which the law gives them, that is, to the amount of r iater

within the extent of their appropriation which they actually apply to some beneficial use."'

Montana v. ll/yoming, 131 S.Ct. at 7772 (quofing 2 C. Kinney, Law of Irrigation and Water

Rights $784, ar 1366 (2d ed. 1912)). Thus, the Court and the Special Master recognized that, by

entering into the Compact, Wyoming undertook affirmative obligations to Montana which are,

by their very nature, self-executing.2 This is consistent with the drafters' intent that there be no

interstate administration under the Compact. Wyoming must "ensure on a continuing basis" that

its pre-1950 uses are not interfering with Montana's post-l950 uses.

2 To require an interstate priority call as a prerequisite to Montana's right to damages for a violation ofthe Compact
would be inconsistent with the Ftst Interim Report and the ruling ofthe Court.
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Such affi¡mative obligations a¡e inherent in interstate compacts. See, e.g., Kansas v.

Colorado,5i4 U.S. 673 (1995) (compact enforced without regard to actions of downstream

slate); Texas v. New Mexico,482 U.S. 124 (1987) (same). Upon entering an interstate compact,

a state obtains cefiain benefrts while also undertaking certain obligations. See Kansas v.

Colorado,533 U.S. 1,20 (2001) (O'Connor, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) ("4

compact is a contract. It represents a bargained-for exchange between its signatories and

'remains a legal document that must be construed and applied in accordance with its terms"'

(quoting Texas v. New Mexico, 482 U.S. 124, 128 (1987)). Wyoming's obligations under the

Compact \ryere set at the time of the Compact. See, e.g., YRC, Preamble ("[The States] desiring

to remove all causes of present and future controversy . . . with respect to the waters of the

Yellowstone River and its tributaries . . . and desiring to provide for an equitable division and

apportionment of such waters have agreed upon the following articles, to-wit:"). An

interpretation of the Compact that conditions Wyoming's compliance - and Montana's remedy -

on actions by Montana would defeat the essential underlying purpose ofthe Compact.

B. The Historical Record Shows That No Interstate Priority Call Requirement Was
Contemplated

The complete absence of any express reference to an interstate call or notice requirement

in the Compact is consistent with the historical documentary record of the Compact negotiations

and approval. Montana is submitting herewith the Declaration of Douglas R. Littlefield, Ph.D.

In that Declaration, Dr. Littlefield describes the historical investigation he has performed of the

historical record ofthe negotiations and approval. After providing his expert qualifications, the

question he sought to address, and the historical research locations that produced the documents

on which he reiies, Dr. Littlefield certifies the documents which are referred to in his Declaration

and attached to the Declaration as the Addendum. Dr. Littlefield then describes the importance
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of analyzing the full historical record and proceeds through a historical discussion ofthe various

draft compacts leading up to the final Yellowstone River Compact of 1950.

As explained in more detail in Dr. Littlefield's affidavit, the historical record indicates

that the drafters believed that "there [was] little to be gained from a water supply standpoint by

regulating and admìnistering existing [pre-Compact] diversions on a straight priority basis

[across the state line] or otherwise." Littlefield Dec. at fl 50 (quoting Draft letter of the

Engineering Committee to R.J. Newell (Oct. 3, 1950)). Thus, the record indicates that the

drafters rejected the notion of administration, and with it the requirement of a priority call for

three reasons: (1) the two States had different systems of administration, and the existing rights

in Montana were not fully identified; (2) the States intended to preserve the status quo; and (3)

the drafters \¡/anted to limit Montana's influence on Wyoming's sovereign right to administer its

o\4Tì water rights. The final result of Dr. Littlefield's exhaustive review of the documentary

evidence of negotiations and statements made in conjunction with the ratification of the

Yellowstone River Compact is as follows:

"The research and document review a¡d analysis that I have conducted, as
described abovg revealed no discussion of remedies for violation of the
Yellowstone River Compact. It is my conclusion and opinion that the referenced
documents show no contemplation by the negotiators ofthe Compact ofa priority
call across state lines. On the contrary, those documents suggest that the
negotiators affirmatively rejected the concept of any interstate administration,
including priority calls across state lines." Declaration of Douglas R. Littlefield,
Ph.D, at 34, fl55.

Thus, the historicai record is entirely consistent with the absence of directives in the Compact

itselfregarding priority calls across stateliness, interstate administration or enforcement ofthe

Compact.
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C. An Interstate Priority Call Requirement Is Not Plausible

In Texas v. New Mexico, 462 U.S. 554 (1983), the Court responded to New Mexico's

argument that Texas essentialìy had no remedy under the Compact by stating, "It is difficult to

conceive that Texas would trade away its right to seek an equitable apportionment of the river in

retum for a promise that New Mexico could, for all practical purposes, avoid at will." Id., at 569

(footnote omitted). Yet Wyoming's claim that Montana must make a priority call is inconsistent

with the Court's holding because it would effectively deprive Montana of a remedy under the

Compact for violations over the last fifty years.

In the Pecos River litigation, New Mexico argued that the role of the Supreme Court was

only to revìew decisions of the Pecos River Commission that, in tum, couid be reached only with

New Mexico's concurrence, effectively denying Texas a remedy for breach of the Pecos River

Compact. The Court rejected that position in no uncertain tet:rns. Texas v. New Mexico,462

U.S. at 566-571.

Here, Wyoming's position is similar in that it would deny Montana the benefit of the

Compact from its inception to the present. At the time of the adoption of the Compact,

Wyoming and Montana did not know what the comparable pre-1950 rights were in each State.3

Since that information was lacking and only obtainable through great effort and consumption of

time, the States agreed not to underlake that project prior to adopting the Compact. See, e.g.,

Littlefield Dec., fln 4l-44. Yet, determination ofthe comparable pre-1950 rights and their extent

in each State is necessary to make a priority call across stateliness. It defies logic that Montana

would have agreed to predicate its right to receive pre-Compact water on a priority call, when it

t See eg, Repofi to the Con$ess By The Federal Representative On The Yellowstone River Compact in 82d
Congress, Senate Report No. 883 (Oct. 2, 1951), reprinted as App. A to Montana's Brief ln Response To
Wyoming's Motion To Dismiss Bill of Complaint, at la,8a-20a,15a ('it would be a huge and time-consuming task
to determine and {ix comparable values for existing rights in thee States with different water laws and practices in
establishing water rights").
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lacked the necessary information to make such a call. This is particularly true given the States'

emphasis on protecting pre-Compact uses. The effect of Wyoming's position that a priority call

across statelines is required in order for Montana to obtain redress for violation of the Compact

by Wyoming is tantamorÌnt to denying Montana the ability to obtain its share of water until the

rights were quantified - a period that was expected to take a very long period of time.a In sum,

just as the Court saw it on the Pecos River, it is difficult to conceive that Montana would trade

away its right to seek an equitable appoúionment of the river in retum for a promise of water by

Wyoming that would, for all practical purposes, be unenforceable for generations.

D. A Priority Call Requirement Across State Lines Would Be Unprecedented

Montana recognizes that each Compact is unique. But it is nonetheless noteworthy that

despite having the opportunity, the Court has never premised a States' ability to receive water

under a Compact on an interstate priority cal1.

Wyoming, by arguing that an interstate call requirement should be read into the

Yellowstone River Compact, seeks to avoid damages for past violations of which it did not have

prior notice. \n Texas v. New Mexico,482 U.S. 124 (1987), the Court stated:

'New Mexico also excepts to the proposed remedy for the shorl deiiveries
in past years. We find no merit in its submission that we may order only
prospective relief, that is, requiring future performance of compact obligations
without a remedy for past breaches. If that were the case, New Mexico's defaults
could never be remedied." Id., at 128.

"New Mexico argue[d] that it ha[d] no obligation to deliver water that it, in good faith, believed

it had no obligation to refrain from using." Id., at 129. Likewise, here, Wyoming clailmsthat it

had no obligation to deliver water that it in good faith believed it could use because it had not

a 
Just as the States believed, that task has not been accomplishecl even today, although it is expected that it will be

accomplished in the course ofthis litigation.



received a priority call. See, ¿.&, Wyo. Br. 21 ("Without notice, Wyoming could not anticipate

Montana shofages under Section V(A)"). The Court rejected New Mexico's argument:

"But good faith differences about the scope of contractual undertakings do not
relieve either pafiy from performance. A court should provide a remedy if the
parlies intended to make a contract and the contract's terms provide a sufficiently
certain basis for determining both that a breach has in fact occurred and the nature
of the remedy called for. Restatement (Second) of Contracts $ 33(2), and
Comment å (1981). There is often a retoactive impact when couÍs resolve
contract disputes about the scope of a promisor's undertaking; parties must
perform today or pay damages for what a court decides they promise to do
yesterday and did not. In our view, New Mexico cannot escape liability for what
has been adjudicated to be past failures to perform its duties under the Compact."
482U.5. at129.

The Court, in Texas v. New Mexico, translated the general terms of the Pecos River Compact into

specific quantities of water. See id That phase of this case is stiil to come. The lesson from

Texas v. New Mexico is that when a State exceeds its compact aliocation, the Court will provide

a remedy.

Another case involving enforcement of an interstate compact in which the Court did not

require an interstate priority call or other notice as a prerequisite for damages is Kansas v.

Colorctdo, No. 105, Original. In that case, Kansas established that Colorado had violated the

Compact requirement that "the waters of the Arkansas River . . . shall not be materially depleted

in usefirl quantity or availability for use to the water users in Colorado and Kansas under this

compact by . . . future development or construction." Kansas v. Colorado,514 U.S. 673,679

(1995) (quoting Article IV-D of the Arkansas River Compact). The States of Colorado and

Kansas were both prior appropriation States for purposes of new uses at the time ofthe adoption

of the Arkansas River Compact.s Thus, if a¡ interstate priority call were necessary, it would

have iogically been required in Kansas v. Colorado. It was not. In that case, Colorado did

5 Colorado's water rights, the water rights that were subject to potential restriction in order to comply with the
Compact, were purely prior appropriation water rights. Kansas had converted to the prior apFopriation docÍine by
statute in 1945, but still recognized older rights under the Riparian Doctrine.
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object to the lack of notice of Kansas' claim, assefting Kansas' claim for relief should be barred

by the equitable doctrine of laches because "Kansas knew or should have known" at an earlier

date that Colorado was overusing its ailocation. The Court rejected Colorado's argument. The

Court determined that there was not sufficient information for Kansas to have determined the

impact of pumping on usable stateline flows. 1d., aT 687 -689. Likewise, here, there has been

insufficient informatìon for Montana to reliably determine whether shorlages to it pre-1950 water

rights was caused by depletion in Wyoming due to well pumping or other causes, as alleged in

Monlana's Bill ol Complaint.

E. Wyoming Is Estopped tr'rom Asserting That Montana's Claim for Damages Is
Contingent on an Interstate Priority Call

Wyoming should be estopped from claiming that its Compact obligations are contingent

upon an interstate priority call because it has taken a contrary position for decades. "Estoppel by

operation of law arises where the acts or statements of the defendant or his agent induce the

plaintiff, in reasonable reliance, to act or forbear to act to his prejudice." Marsh y. General

Adjustment Bureau, Inc., 592 P.2d, 616, 678 (1979). As relevant to the present motion:

"The doctrine of equitable estoppel precludes a litigant from asserting a claim or
defense which might otherwise be available to him against another party who has
detrimentally altered her position in relia¡rce on the former's misrepresentation or
failure to disclose some material fact." Portman v. United States, 674 F2d 1155,
1158 (7th Cir. 1982).

Equitable estoppel against a govemmental agency requires a showing of (1) an

admission, statement, or act by the govemment inconsistent with its later claim; (2) reliance on

the admission, statement, or act; (3) injury to the relying party if the govemment were allowed to

contradict or repudiate its prior admission, statement, or act; (4) the necessity of estoppel to

prevent a manifest injustice; and (5) no impairment of govemmental functions if estoppel is

applied. "The acts or omissions of the officers of the govemment, if they be authorized to bind
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the [govemment] in a particular transaction, will work estoppel against the govemment, if the

officers have acted within the scope of their authority." Ritter v. United States, 28 F.2d265,267

(3d Cir. 1928). Cf. United States v. Corliss Steam-Engine Co.,91 U.S. 321, 323 (1876) (an

officer authorized to make a contract for the United States has the ìmplied authority thereafter to

modiÍ! the provisions of that contract); Goltra v. United States,96 F. Supp. 618 (Ct. Cl. 1951).

Each of these elements is met in the present case. The Wyoming Commissioner acts on

behalf of the State of Wyoming in administering the Compact, and Wyoming is bound by the

positions and actions that he takes. As explained above, beginning in at least 1981, Montana

experienced shortages of its pre-1950 allocation that Montana believed were caused by

Wyoming's overuse of its allocation under tlle Compact. During these years, Montana's

representatives complained to the Wyoming representatives about Wyoming's overuse, but

Wyoming was unresponsive. Moy Dec. at tf 4. Wyoming affirmatively rejected any obligation

under Article V(A) to provide water to Montana. Id. atBxh. B, at Ltr. from P. Tyrell to R. Moy,

Ltr. F¡om M. Sexton to P. Tyrell, at 1.

Indeed, in 2004, when Montana became so frushated with Wyoming's indifference that

Montana sent a written call to Wyoming, Wyoming unequivocally stated that "the Compact

makes no provision for any state to make a call on a river." Moy Dec. at Exh. A, at.2. Again in

2006, Wyoming rebuffed Montana's written request for water by declaring its intent to adhere to

its "long held position" that "[a]n interstate delivery schedule for pre-1950 rights is not now, and

never v!,¡as, a provision of this Compact." Moy Dec. at Exh. B, at Ltr. from P. T1tell to R. Moy

at 2. Thus, Wyoming again stated its position that "the Compact makes no provision for [a]

'call'." Id. See qlso New Jersey v. Delaware,552 U.S. 597, 618-19 (2008) (the parties' long-

terrrr course of conduct supported the Court's construction of the compact).



Wyoming maintained that very position in this litigation. Wyoming's primary argument

in its Motion to Dismiss was that the Compact did not afford protection for pre-1950 water rights

in Montana ünder Aúic1e V(A). Sea e.g, FIR at 14. As parl of that argument, Wyoming

asserted that "the drafters intentionally withheld from the Compact any directive or mechanism

by which a water user in Montana could make an interstate 'call,"'Wyo. Mot. to Dis. at 3, and

that Montana "could not demand that Wyoming provide sufficient water to meet the needs of

Montana's pre-1950 uses." FIR at 19. In reliance on Wyoming's position, Montana refrained

from making an interstate priority call. Moy Dec. at tf 5. Thus, the doctrine ofequitable estoppel

precludes Wyoming from asserting that Article V(A) requires Montana to make a priority call

because Montana "detrimentally altered [its] position in reliance" on Wyoming's representation.

Moreover, Wyoming's notion that a priority call is a prerequisite to Montana's suit for

damages is akin to the concept of exhaustion of administrative remedies. Wyoming is essentially

arguing that before Montana can seek relief from the Court for Wyoming's impairment of

Montana's pre-1950 rights, Montala must first make an interstate priority call; only if Wyoming

fails to comply with that call does Montana have any judicial recourse. However, one well-

established exception to a requirement of exhaustion of administrative remedies is futility. ,9ee

McCarthy v. Madigan, 503 U.S. 140, 147-148 (1992). This case presents a classic example of

futility. Every time Montana has complained that Wyoming's 
.post-1950 

uses were harming

Montana's pre-1950 rights, Wyoming has steadfastly maintained that it has no obligation under

Article V(A) to protect Montana's pre-1950 rights and has refused to take any action to curtail its

post-1950 uses. Further, in 2004 and 2006 when Montana attempted to make a written call,

Wyoming refused to honor Montana's request, claiming that there was no provision in the

Compact for such a call. Thus, Montana has long understood - and has been proven comect -
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that any attempts on its part to notifu Wyoming that Montana's pre-1950 rights were being

impaired would gamer no results, given Wyoming's oft-stated position regarding its Article

V(A) obligations. See, e.g., id. at 148 (observing that "an administrative remedy may be

inadequate where the administrative body is shown to be biased or has otherwise predetermined

the issue before it"); Houghton v. Shafer,392 U.S. 639, 640 (1968) (given Attorney General's

submission that the challenged rules of the prison were "validly and correctly applied to

petitioner," to require administrative review by way of a process culminating with the Attomey

General "would be to demand a futile act"). Thus, as demonstrated in 2004 and 2006, any call

Montana made would have been futile, and Wyoming should be estopped from arguing that lack

of such a call precludes Montana's ability to seek recourse for Wyoming's Compact violations.

Nor would the application of estoppel against a State in the Court's original jurisdiction

be unprecedented. In New Hampshire v. Maine,532 U.S. 742 (2001), the State of New

Hampshire brought an original action against Maine asserting that the Piscataqua River and the

Portsmouth Harbor were in New Hampshire. The Court found that the doctrine of juridical

estoppel equitably bar¡ed New Hampshire's claim because it was contrary to its position in an

earlier litigation. Id. at 754-55; see also id. aT 751 (explaining that judicial estoppel generally

prevents a party from asserting a position in one legal proceeding that directly contradicts a

position taken by that same party in an earlier proceeding).

As in New Hampshire v. Maine, application of estoppel to the present motion is necessary

and justified. Allowing Wyoming to limit Montana's claims because Montana did not make an

interstate priority call in the present case would be manifestly unfair. For years Wyoming made

it crystal clear that a rcquest for water under Article V(A) wouid not be honored. Wyoming
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c¿ìnnot now claim that Montana is barred from seeking damages for failure to make the very

request that \ryyoming previously rejected us unsupporled by the Compact.

UI. Issues of Material F act Preclude Summary Judgment

A. Wyoming's Motion for Partiaì Summary Judgment Is Premature

The States have not engaged in any discovery at this point. Entry of summary judgment

before discovery has taken place would be premature, as without discovery, Montana is not in a

position to present facts essential to justify its opposition to the Motion. ,See Fed. R. Civ. P.

56(d). As discussed above, if Wyoming is correct that the Compact contains an implicit

interstate priority call requirement, such a call could be informal and would encompass oral

communications between any person acting on beha"lf of the State of Montana and any Wyoming

state water official. Montana requires discovery to more fully evaluate the communications,

both written and verbal, that occur¡ed between the States and employees of both States. It is

only after discovery that Montana will be in a position to respond to Wyoming's factual

assertions. See Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322 (1986) (stating that summary

judgment should be entered "after adequate time for discovery," and explaining that Federal Rule

of Civil Procedure 56(d) 6 "allows a summary judgment motion to be denied, or the hearing on

the motion to be continued, if the nonmoving party has not had an opporhrnþ to make full

discovery"); Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, [nc.,477 U.5.242,257 (1986) (stating that "the plaintiff

must present affirmative evidence to defeat a properly supporled motion for summary judgment .

. . . even where the evidence is likely to be within the possession ofthe defendant, as long as the

plaintiff has had a full opportunity to conduct discovery" (emphasis added)); CenTra, Inc. v.

Estrin,538 F.3d 401, 420 (6Th Cir. 2008) ("Typically, when the parties have no opportunity for

6 Formerly Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(f
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discovery, denying the Rule 56[(d)] motion and ruling on a summary judgment motion is likeiy

to be an abuse of discretion"); Ball v. Union Carbide Corp.,385 F.3d713,719 (6Th Cir. 2004)

("It is well-established that the plaintiff must receive 'a full opportunity to conduct discovery' to

be able to successfully defeat a motion for summary judgment").

B. Genuine Issues of Material Fact Preclude Summary Judgment

As described above, summary judgment is only appropriate where the pleadings, the

discovery and disclosure materials on file, and any affidavits show that "there is no genuine

dispute as to any material fact and the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. " Fed.

R. Civ. P. 56(c). As the movant, Wyoming bears the initial burden of establishing that it is

entitled to summary judgment. Cf., Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 471 U.S. 317, 323 (1986). "[A]

party who movÇs for summary judgment on the ground that the nonmoving party has no

evidence must affirmatively show the absence of evidence in the record." Id. af 332 (Brennan,

J., dissenting) (citing the majority opinìon); see also, e.g., Hanson v. F.D.I.C., 13 F.3d 1247,

1253 (8th Cir. 1994) (cifing Celotex, 477 U.S. at 331). In considering the motion, the Court must

examine all the evidence in the light most favorable to the non-moving party and "all justifiable

inferences are to be drawn in his favor." Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.5.242,255,257

(1e86).

Even if the Compact silently imposes an obligation on Monta¡a to make an interstate

priority call, based on the applicable standard, Wyoming's motion for partial summary judgment

should be denied for two reasons. First, Wyoming has not met its heavy burden of "affirmatively

show[ing] the absence of evidence" that Montana made a call during the years of 1952-56, 1958-

62, añ 197 5-83. Wyoming acknowledges that if offers no afüdavit testimony covering these

years. Wyo. Mot. at 3-4. As a result, Wyoming has no evidence affirmatively showing that no



communications were made to Wyoming during these years. Instead, Wyoming relies on the

Annual Reports for those years for the proposition that the reports themselves do not "mention

calls during the irrigation seasons." But these documents establish only that the Annual Reports

do not identiÍ! communications from Montana to Wyoming. Wyoming makes no mention of

any other evidence or potential sources of information. Unlike the other years covered by

Wyoming's motion, no affiant is offered to testify that Wyoming received no communication

from Montana during these years. Wyoming further cites to the statements in the Annual

Reports that no administration was necess¿rry in those years to protect the allocations to the

States. But a c eful review ofthose Annual Reports reveals that such statements are a reference

to the percentage allocations of Article V(B), not the pre-1950 uses protected by Article V(A).

In sum, Wyoming fails to meet its burden of "show[ing] the absence of evidence in the record,"

and the motion should be denied on this basis alone.

Second, Wyoming's Motion must be denied because there is a genuine dispute over the

material facts. The factual predicate for Wyoming's Motion is that Montana did not

communicate its need for water to Wyoming. E g. Wyo Br. at I ("the evidence ìs undisputed

that Montana made no calls to Wyoming except in 2004 and 2006'). But this factual issue is in

dispute. The limited record available at this stage of the case reveals a history of attempts by

Montana to receive its share of water. For example, at least by 1982 and 1983, Montana had

"voiced its concem that during low-flow years Wyoming needs to regulate its post-1950 rights

more carefully so that Montana can use its pre-1950 watet." 1982 Annual Report at IV; 1983

Annual Report at IV. In 1985, Montana w¡ote Wyoming about the applicability of Articie V to a

water development project in Wyoming, and its impact on Montana's pre-1950 uses. 1985

Annual Report at IIL In 1988, the Montana Commissioner 'stated that a sincere effort must be
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made to develop an acceptable procedure to administer water rights." 1988 Annual Report at IV.

Montana "suggested that the technical committee prepare a report for the entire basin that would

describe the existing water rights in Wyoming and Montana, show the priority dates, and

compare water rights with water availability. . . . [A] better understanding of the water rights

situation was needed to give some guidance for the administrative process." Id. In 1992 fhe

Montana Commissioner:

"reported that his staff had compiled information on pre- and post-1950 water use
in Wyoming. Based on that information, he had concluded that pre-1950 use
impacts Montana and evidence suggests that post-1950 use also affects Montana's
utilization of water in the basin. He noted that the impacts do not occur every
year but that they do occur. He stated that he was skeptical that the Commission
would proactively establish an administration method and process, and after years
of attempting to have such a system adopted by the Commission, would no longer
pursue such an action." 1992 Annual Report at IV.

ln 2002, Montana indicated that it was "receiving iliquiries from irrigators and other water users

along the Tongue River about Wyoming's water use." 2002 A¡nual Report at VI. And, as

Wyoming acknowledges, in 2004 and 2006, Montana made written calls to Wyoming in a last

ditch efforl to obtain water for Montana's inigators.

Rich Moy, the former Department of Natural Resources and Conservation Water

Management Bureau Chief for the State of Montana, states:

"During the period 1981-2008, pre-1950 water rights in Montana experienced
shortages, not only in 2004 and 2006 but also in other years, that Montana
believed were caused by Wyoming's overuse under the Compact. Monta¡a's
representatives complained to the Wyoming representatives about this, not only in
2004 and 2006 but also in other years, but Wyoming refused to admit that
Wyoming had any obligation under the Compact to protect Montana's pre-1950
uses. Therefore, Wyoming continually rebuffed Montana's complaints and
refused to provide any additional water in response to those complaints. This was
true even in 2004 and 2006, when the Montana complaints were put in writing."
Moy Dec. at fl 3.
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Unfortunately, Wyoming continually refused to recognize its obligations under the Compact to

protect Montana's pre-1950 uses. Eventually, Montana was forced to file the present suit to

protect its rights under the Compact. Id. atl5.

This evidence directly contradicts Wyoming's contention that no call was made except in

2004 and 2006. Vy'yoming's Motion must be denied because there is a dispute over this materiai

issue of fact.

CONCLUSION

Wyoming's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment should be denied.
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